Energetic and Vibrational Medicine has been fully verified, validated and saved by one European Company in the Eductor™ technology. Energetic medicine was first established in Germany as German Energetic Medicine GEM by the work of Dr. Voll, Schimel, and others. But the science was weak and there was not enough research. These old techniques using point probes were found to be inaccurate and depended on the therapist’s speed of pressure, not the patient’s body electric. Muscle testing for remedies also had no scientific validity. Research failed to verify the old point probe, muscle testing, pendulums and other subtle muscle techniques.

Today after over 20 years of legal medical claim registration, research published in accepted medically supervised, recognized peer reviewed journals and printed in certified medical university textbooks, the science of Energetic Medicine is now fully validated and verified with the Eductor™ technology.
As children in fifth grade we are all taught that the body is made of atoms. In the outer part of the atom there are always electrons. Electron never touch each other, they repel each other violently. Thus atoms repel each other and no atom in the body touches any other atom. In fact there are relatively very great distances between atoms. You cannot touch the chair you are sitting in. What holds us together is energetic atomic forces. Physical touch is just an illusion of energy, but a compelling illusion.

How many electrons in one human body? Well if we took the number of all the grains of sand in our world (10 to the power of 21) and TIMES it by the number of visible stars (10 to the power of 4) we get 10 to the power of 25. The human body has vastly more electrons with 10 to the power of 27 or 28.

What we are is energetic; and why not have a medicine that starts with an evaluation of the energy forms and potentials in the body electric? Energetic medicine is now scientifically established as a necessity by quantum dynamics and modern science.

The synthetic chemical companies have fought against energetic medicine and funding and doing research has been difficult. Difficult seemingly impossible, but impossible is nothing for the Eclosion staff. For the past 30 plus years a battle to study, prove, register, clinical research, validate and verify the medical art of energetic and natural medicine.

The first company to get legal governmental registration for energetic medicine devices was the Eclosion Company, who got FDA registration for the EPFX in 1989 still valid today. The technology has developed
into the QXCI, SCIO, and now the Eductor. Given its first CE mark in 1998 this technology has been registered as a diagnostic device in China and registered in over 10 other countries.

A peer reviewed medical journal (ISSN # 1417-0876) started in 1996 has published over 110 journals on Energetic and Natural Medicine. Now in over 100 certified medical textbooks the Eductor technology has been further validated and verified.

There have been so many wild grandiose and fraudulent claims made in this Energetic medicine industry that in 2011 a group of Medical doctors, lawyers, and scientists got together in Munich Germany to make a World Health Products Ratings Service (WHPRS) to professionally and accurately evaluate company product claims for such devices. Now doctors and therapists can check for an independent consumer report on energetic medicine. The charlatans and frauds still tell more lies to distract from the truth, but public awareness of the truth of what has saved Energetic Medicine is growing.

Modern medicine uses many forms of energetic measures and energetic treatments. Measures like EEG, ECG, GSR, and EMG are standard parts of medicine. Measures of the body voltage, amperage, resistance, oxidation, hydration and ph are standards. This is called the VARHOPE by the Eclosion Company. And measure of the reactivity of a person to a voltammetric signature of an item was called Electro-Physiological-Reactivity in America, and TVEP (Trans-Cutaneous-Voltammetric-Evoked-Potential) in Europe. Using sophisticated electro-chemistry known as voltammetry the CE mark registered QQC Electronic tongue can measure a substance’s electrical signature to send it into a patient for reaction.
Only one device does all of the major Electrical Measures and the Electro-Stim all in a Cybernetic loop for safety and efficacy.

**Measures** treats

- Volts and Oscillations (EMG, EEG)
- Amps and Oscillations (ECG)
- Resistance (GSR)
- Hydration
- Oxidation (Redox potential)
- Ph acid vs alkalinity
- Reactivity evoked potential to voltammetric fields of substances (TVEP) over 228,000 measures a second of these energetic factors
- Brain wave and emotions with (MCES)
- Pain with (MENS) (TENS)
- Trauma or wounds (EWH)
- Electro Weakness Ph, Redox disorder (VARHOPE Correction)
- Trickle charge the body electric

All designed to detect + reduce Electro-stress and Balance the Body Electric Automatically.

If you need more information on the SCIO and purchase details please get in touch with us

web: www.qxsbspace.com
e-mail: info@qxsbspace.com
This electro-signature, electronic tongue technique also known as Electro-Ceuticals opens the door for more safe side-effect free medicine and freedom from the fear and the dominance of BIG Pharma.

**QQC** Electronic Trivector Tongue

Over 25 years of Research and Validation

Treatments like TENS, CES, GSRtDCs, and Electro-Wound healing (EWH) are medically accepted uses of electro-stim. What if a cybernetic loop was made to measure the body electric variables and then perform a stimulus, then re-measure to maximize safety and efficacy? This is the Eductor™ technology. We can measure the body electric and correct problems.

The Eductor starts with a Lifestyle inventory called the SOC Index. This is the best of Behavioral Medicine and we start responsibility training for the patient which will continue as we do more biofeedback and instill more responsibility. Then a calibration and then a test of over 12000 homeopathic, herbal, enzyme, hormonal, infectious items of sarcodes, allersodes, nosodes and isodes. A symptom inventory will allow the device to perform a perfect Homeopathic Medical analysis.

Then the system can electrically test and treat all of the Acupuncture points in the patient’s body doing a perfect Acupuncture Energetic Medicine treatment. All of Naturopathic Medicine’s vast repertory of modalities is all used by the system. For we believe that SINthetic medicines should only be used as a last resort. We believe in “First Do Not hurt” and we want to diminish harsh side effects brought on by pharmaceutical drugs or surgery. If conditions persist we might need to resort to harsher allopathic techniques.

The new addition of Music and Magnetic Vibration Medicine with the Cybermagnetic™ Chair has been profound. Music has long been known as healing. We convert the music into a focused magnetic therapy and send it into the stomach chakra. Then we can measure the body’s magnetic reaction with a
receiving magnetic field detector over the heart chakra. Thus we establish a Cybermagnetic™ loop to integrate with the Eductor Technology.

By making a loop of Music, Vibration, Electrical, Magnetic measure and guided autofocused Stimulation the Eductor system has made a pinnacle of Energetic Vibration Medicine, full registered, validated and verified for healing practitioners to use with patients.

Over 200 diseases have been researched and studies have been done to clinically find the healing effects.

And new research has shown that when we maximize the body electric we can make our children (and Ourselves) a bit smarter, a bit stronger, a bit faster and a more. A new age of electro-enhancement of school, sport, business performance opens for the world.

Energetic Medicine has been saved by the Eclosion company,
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THE AVERAGE COST OF FULLY VALIDATING + VERIFYING A MEDICAL DEVICE IS WELL OVER $400 MILLION DOLLARS

You must prove and develop the science for five years of published research.

You must get an IRB, do several double blind medical supervised studies, publish them in recognized peer review medical journals for over five years, and then get the studies published in certified medical uni textbooks.
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